WHAT MAKES
DEVELOPERS
TICK?
Survey reveals trends

Who is a developer?
Who are the developers in our community? What got them
into coding in the first place? How do they like to learn and
troubleshoot? We asked 100 of our developer partners about
their education, career path, coding preferences, and more.
Here’s what we discovered.

Demographics

How old are you?

4% - age 18-23
16% - age 24-29
33% - 30-39
25% - age 40-49
22% - age 50+

Developers who code for payments are seasoned
45% of our developers have been coding professionally for a long,
long time—over 10 years. Over 1 in 4 developers have been coding
professionally for 5-10 years, and nearly 1 in 5 developers have been
coding at work for 1 year or less.

Most learned to code in school
Over half of the developers surveyed learned to code at school or university, while the next biggest
demographic was self-taught.

How long have you been coding professionally?

How did you learn to code?

18% - 1 year or less
10% - 2-4 years
27% - 5-10 years
45% - A long time, youngling

37% - School or university
49% - I taught myself
10% - Accelerated training/code school/bootcamp
4% - Other

Most began coding as kids
45% of the developers surveyed began coding before they were 17.
1 in 4 learned to code as young adults, from age 18-22.

Most believe human programmers will be necessary
Almost half of the developers surveyed are confident that progrmmers will always be necessary,
while 29% are excited for the robot overloards to take over.

At what age did you learn to code?

Will AI steal your job in the next decade?

45% - age 10-17
25% - age 18-22
23% - age 23-29
6% - age 30+
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Millennial developers dominated the survey
In terms of completing the survey, millenials were on it: 49% were millennials and 25% were Gen Xers,
while 4% were Gen Zers and 22% were Boomers.

29% - Yes, all hail the robot overlords
14% - No way, I’m irreplaceable
45% - No, human programmers will always be necessary
12% - Yes, it’s already happening
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Coding culture
C++ and Java are the most popular coding languages
Java and Ruby were the least popular choice among developers surveyed.

What’s your favorite way to learn a new language?

25% - Video tutorials
29% - Online courses
45% - Brute force

What’s your favorite coding language?

12% - Python
22% - C++
22% - JavaScript
10% - Swift
8% - Ruby
8% - Java
18% - PHP
Writing test code and debugging are the hardest
The easiest part of coding is writing.

What’s the hardest part of programming?

10% - Naming
29% - Writing test for your code
29% - Debugging
4% - Typing
12% - Off by one error
16% - Cache invalidation

How many languages on average makes you
a full stack developer?

41% - 2-4
51% - 4-6
4% - 6-8
4% - 9+
How many specialties do you need to be a
full stack developer?

29% - Infrastructure
27% - Middle-tier
14% - Front-end
29% - Back-end
What’s your favorite way to learn about an API?

2% - Forums
31% - API specs
25% - Documentation
14% - Video tutorials
27% - Sandbox

Agile is the most popular development methodology by far
Over half of surveyed developers use Agile with their team.

What’s your team’s development methodology?

57% - Agile
8% - Conversational development
6% - DevOps
8% - Waterfall
15% - Rapid application development
0% - XP
6% - Other
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APIs or SDKs?

76% - APIs
24% - SDKs
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JSON, XML, or YAML?

71% - JSON
12% - XML
18% - YAML

Developer workplace
Do you and your team (if applicable) work in
an office or work remotely?

39% - I work in an office with
my team

IDE or Text Editor?

71% - IDE
29% - Text Editor

41% - Some work remotely,

some work in an office

6% - I work alone, from home
14% - We all work remotely

Where do your host your services?

16% - Google
12% - Microsoft
29% - Amazon
2% - IBM
41% - Your own
Favorite operating system?

45% - Windows
31% - Mac
8% - UNIX
16% - Linux
Favorite Browser?

55% - Chrome
16% - Safari
19% - Mozilla Firefox
4% - Edge
6% - TOR
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How many hours of the work week do you
spend in meetings?

49% - Less than 5 hours a week
33% - 5-10 hours a week
16% - 10-20 hours a week
2% - More than half my work
week is spent in meetings

What’s the hardest part of a payment
integration?

49% - PCI reqs
10% - 3D Secure
18% - Fraud protection
12% - Multi currency
12% - Mobile
What’s the hardest part of programming?

8% - Silo
18% - Dotted line
18% - Full-on org chart
24% - Horizontal
10% - Freelance
22% - Other
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Connect with other
payment developers and
experts at Worldpay ONE
developer.vantiv.com
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